Several proposals for computing freeness information for logic programs have been put forward in recent literature. The availability of such information has proven useful in a variety of applications, including parallelization of Prolog programs, optimizations in Prolog compilers, as well as for improving the precision of other analyses. While these proposals have illustrated the importance of such analyses, they lack formal justi cation. Moreover, several have been found incorrect. This paper introduces a novel domain of abstract equation systems describing possible sharing and de nite freeness of terms in a system of equations. A simple and intuitive abstract uni cation algorithm is presented, providing the core of a correct and precise sharing and freeness analysis for logic programs. Our contribution is not only a correct algorithm, but perhaps primarily, the application of a systematic approach in which it is derived by mimicking each step in a suitable concrete uni cation algorithm. Consequently, the abstract algorithm is intuitive | as it resembles the concrete algorithm. It is amenable to formal justi cation | as the proof of correctness boils down to showing that each step in the concrete algorithm is mimicked by a corresponding step in the abstract algorithm. Finally, it is precise | as each step mimics only those situations which can arise in the concrete algorithm.
Introduction
We say that terms t 1 and t 2 share if they contain a common variable; they share under an equation system E if the terms t 1 and t 2 share where is a most general uni er of E. We say that variable X is free under E if X is a variable. Sharing and freeness information are useful for several purposes, for example, in the context of parallel execution of Prolog programs 13]. Consider a clause p(X; Y ) q(X); r(Y ): A sharing analysis may enable parallel execution of q(X) and r(Y ) if it determines that X and Y do not share under any calling pattern. However, even if X and Y do share, then parallel execution is still possible if a freeness analysis determines that execution of q(X) leaves X free.
Freeness information may also be used to optimize programs containing built-ins such as var(X), nonvar(X) or X is Y + Z. Moreover it can be used to improve the results of groundness and sharing analyses, as described in 19] . We consider analyses which are given within the semantic based framework of abstract interpretation 9] . A program analysis is viewed as a non-standard semantics de ned over a domain of data-descriptions. Analyses are constructed by replacing the basic operations on data in a suitable concrete semantics with corresponding abstract operations de ned on datadescriptions. Formal justi cation is reduced to proving conditions on the relation between data and data-descriptions and on the elementary operations de ned on the data-descriptions. This approach eases both the development and the justi cation of program analyses. In the case of logic programming languages, proving the correctness of an abstract uni cation function is the major step in justifying an analysis.
In this paper we view substitutions as sets of equations in solved form, and uni cation as the process of reducing a set of equations to solved form. A goal is a pair hg; Ei where g is a set of atoms and E is a satis able set of equations which speci es an instance of g. A resolution step reduces a goal h: : :; a; : : :; Ei with a (renamed) clause c = h b 1 ; : : :; b n by replacing the atom a by b 1 ; : : :; b n and adding the equation a = h to E if fa = hg E is satis able. The activated instance of c is speci ed by mgu(fa = hg E). See Figure 1 (a).
The core component in developing an abstract interpretation is to design an operation mgu A which abstracts the uni cation process, as described in Figure 1 (b) where E is an abstract equation system. The basic correctness condition is that for every E which is described by E, we have that mgu(fa = hg E) is described by mgu A (fa = hg E). In the following we focus on specifying an abstract uni cation algorithm which captures freeness of variables.
Consider a single equation X = f(A) where A is bound to a variable and X is bound to a compound term. Solving this equation obviously may bind A to a compound term. On the other hand, if X is bound to a variable then A will remain free. However, if there is another equation involving X then freeness of A may be a ected, through sharing as in the following Thus, precise inference of freeness will depend on an analysis of variable sharing. In the algorithm we present, the propagation of sharing will in fact constitute a main concern.
However, even in the presence of other equations involving X it is sometimes possible to infer freeness of A, like in: Early proposals for freeness analysis in logic programs include 10, 16] . More recent proposals such as 19, 7, 21] aim at improving the precision of the analysis by considering more carefully the e ect of sharing information on freeness. Unfortunately, attempts to justify these improved algorithms have so far fallen short (a corrected version of 19] can be found in 12] and a revised version of 21] can be obtained). It is our belief that the general intuition behind these algorithms is correct (as well as the algorithms themselves once \ ne tuned"). In fact we adopt the same basic intuition. However, we propose that a more systematic approach in the speci cation of such algorithms should be taken. More speci cally, when attempting to mimic the process of concrete uni cation for data-descriptions, it is productive to systematically mimic each step in a suitable concrete algorithm. This approach has been illustrated in 4] which provides the rst proof of correctness for abstract uni cation over S ndergaard's domain for sharing analysis described in 20]. This paper applies a similar approach and describes the rst systematic derivation of an abstract uni cation algorithm for freeness analysis.
On the bottom line, this paper contributes a clear and intuitive abstract uni cation algorithm which is the core component needed to provide a freeness analysis by abstract interpretation. The algorithm is derived and proven safe by mimicking each step in a standard uni cation algorithm, given a suitable notion of data-descriptions. A main contribution of the paper is in the novel choice of data-descriptions called abstract equation systems which fuse concrete and abstract equations. It is this choice which facilitates the application of the methodology adopted from 4]. While this paper focuses primarily on correctness of abstract uni cation, the results provide a good foundation for the continuing development of precise and e cient freeness analyses for logic programs 2, 3, 18] .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides some preliminary de nitions and notations. Section 3 introduces our notion of data-descriptions which are systems of abstract equations. Section 4 presents the abstract uni cation algorithm and provides several examples of its use. Section 5 states the correctness of the abstract uni cation algorithm. Section 6 relates our abstract domain to the Share Free domain of 19], discusses ongoing work which aims to improve both precision and e ciency of analyses, and concludes.
A preliminary version of this paper appeared as 5].
Preliminaries
Let be a xed alphabet of function symbols and V ar a denumerable set of variables. We rules which are applied to the equations in a system until a solved form is reached (or failure is identi ed). The algorithm is deterministic in the sense that exactly one rule applies to a given equation; it is con uent in the sense that the solved form is unique (up to renaming). This means that the solved form does not depend on the order in which the equations are considered. The rules, shown in Figure 2 .1 provide a terminating algorithm for deriving the solved form under the convention that a rule should only be applied when its application modi es the system of equations. The same convention will be assumed for the rules of the abstract uni cation algorithm introduced in this paper. Note that this uni cation algorithm applies the occur check (\X 6 2 vars(t)" in rule 4).
We de ne a partial function mgu which maps an equation system E to a solved form mgu(E). A reference to mgu(E) implicitly implies that E is satis able. The correspondence between equations in solved form and idempotent substitutions is well known (see for example 15]). We say that a variable X is free with respect to a (concrete) equation system E if it is free under the substitution corresponding to mgu(E).
We adopt the following conventions: meta-variables and elements of PTerm are respectively denoted by Q; Z, Z 1 , etc. and by s, t, s 1 , t 1 , etc. Sets of variables are typically denoted V , V 1 , etc. For any syntactic object s, vars(s) V ar is the set of all variables occurring in s. The restriction of a substitution to a set of variables V V ar is denoted j V .
1. X = X :: E remove ! E 2. f(t 1 ; : : :; t n ) = X :: E switch ! X = f(t 1 ; : : :; t n ) :: E 3. f(t 1 ; : : :; t n ) = f(s 1 ; : : :; s n ) :: E peel ! ft i = s i ji = 1::ng E 4. X = t :: E subst ! X = t :: E X=t] if X 6 2 vars(t). The following de nition extends the standard notion of syntactic substitution for abstract terms. It speci es how to replace all occurrences of a variable in a syntactic (possibly abstract) object by an abstract term 0 . Adding and removing variables from meta-terms is used in our abstract uni cation algorithm. In particular, when performing syntactic substitution we add meta-variables to preserve sharing information and correctly mimic concrete uni cation. On the other hand, an implementation of the algorithm bene ts from the removal of super uous variables from metaterms. We assume throughout that meta-terms ? V ] with V = ; are not allowed. A fresh meta-variable can always be added to such a meta-term and this simpli es our construction.
The Abstract Uni cation Algorithm
The abstract uni cation algorithm consists of a set of abstract rewrite rules which mimic the corresponding rules for concrete uni cation and are illustrated in Figure 4 .1 (where we assume that Q 2 MVar is a \fresh" meta-variable and 2 Term). Whenever an abstract equation " (in an abstract equation system) describes a concrete equation e then there is an abstract rule applicable to " which corresponds to the concrete rule applicable to e (indicated by a label on the arrow, see Figure 2 .1). The algorithm reduces an abstract equation system by repeated application of these rules. Once again, we assume the convention that a rule is applied only if it changes the (abstract) equation system. In this way the rules provide a terminating algorithm. Intuitively, a variable is free if it remains free in every sequence of (abstract) rewrites. This notion is formalized in De nition 1.
In contrast to concrete uni cation, several rules may apply to a given abstract equation, as it may describe di erent concrete equations. Hence, the abstract uni cation algorithm is nondeterministic and may result in di erent solved forms, all of which must be considered. The algorithm is also not con uent. Namely, choosing abstract equations in di erent orders may result in di erent (sets of) solved forms. However, correctness is maintained regardless of the order in which equations are considered, as is proven in the next section. The loss of con uence in algorithms of this type is not uncommon (see also 4]). It stems from the fact that di erent orders of performing a set of (abstract) actions may involve di erent approximations of data. In particular, we may apply heuristics to choose orders which are more likely to involve less approximation and hence provide more precise results. In examples we adopt the convention that the equation chosen for (abstract or concrete) reduction is indicated by underlining it. The rule that is applied in an abstract reduction is indicated by labelling the arrow by the number of the rule. When we say, in the examples which follow, that an abstract reduction E ! E 0 correctly mimics a concrete reduction E ! E 0 , we mean that E / E and E 0 / E 0 .
The formal proof of correctness given in Section 5 basically shows that every reduction in a concrete uni cation is mimicked by some abstract reduction in a corresponding abstract uni cation.
The rules in Figure 4 .1 are classi ed according to the form of ", the abstract equation chosen for reduction. In each case we mimic any concrete rule which might apply for some concrete equation system described by the abstract system. Rules 1{3 are identical to their concrete counterparts; also 5/6(a&b) are easily motivated (note that the condition 2 V in these rules implies that is a variable). Recall that: 
mimic respectively the following concrete steps: The abstract uni cation algorithm illustrated in Figure 4 .1 is derived by considering for each possible form that an abstract equation may take, the set of concrete equations it describes and the set of concrete transitions which should be mimicked. However, some of the Example 4.4. The following is a segment of an analysis which determines that there may be an equation system described by the initial abstract equation system for which no variables remain free. equation system E describes a concrete system E, then for every step that E can make in the concrete uni cation algorithm, there is a corresponding abstract step that E can make such that the resulting abstract equation system will describe the corresponding resulting concrete equation system.
Proofs can be found in the appendix.
Lemma 5.1 If E ! E 0 6 = fail and E / E, then there exists E 0 such that E ! E 0 and E 0 / E 0 .
Moreover, we prove that freeness can be determined by considering all solved forms of the abstract uni cation algorithm. Intuitively, a solved form is an abstract equation system which is invariant under all applicable rules. First, we establish termination of the abstract uni cation algorithm. In this theorem, the non-deterministic abstract uni cation algorithm is alternatively viewed as operating on a set of abstract equation systems, every time applying all possible steps (but only those that change the system they are applied to) to the selected equation, until the result contains solved forms only.
Theorem 5.1 termination of abstract uni cation
For every E, applying only steps which do not leave the system invariant, the abstract unication algorithm reaches all solved forms in a nite number of steps.
Theorem 5.2 correctness of abstract uni cation
If E / E, mgu(E) 6 = fail and E has solved forms E 1 ; : : :; E n , then, for some 0 i n, E i / mgu(E).
The following theorem states the main correctness result of our freeness analysis.
Theorem 5.3 correctness of freeness analysis
If E / E and E has solved forms E 1 ; : : :; E n and X is free in each of E 1 ; : : :; E n , then X is free in E.
We have proven the abstract algorithm correct for any order in which the abstract equations are selected. However, some orders may yield more precise results, as illustrated by the following example. (2), indicate that Y is free. Hence, we can be sure that Y is free in the solution of any equation system described by the initial abstract equation system.
Example 5.1 illustrates that substituting a variable in a meta-term by a compound term introduces imprecision as the structure of the compound is lost. In (2), rst a case analysis on the meta-term is performed, and the loss of precision due to the substitution of X by the compound term is avoided. This suggests a strategy where substitutions of variables by compound terms in meta-terms is delayed as much as possible. Note that rule 5 0 (b)(i) in (2) applies a substitution X/f(Z)]. However, X does not occur in any meta-term to which this substitution is applied.
A related issue which a ects precision is illustrated by the following example. or they do not share and the system described is of the form n f(W) = A; f(f(U)) = B o :
In both cases U remains free. Our algorithm will not detect this because choosing either equation involves the substitution of a compound term into a meta-term. For instance,
Observe that we cannot annotate the meta-term ? U] as compound (because the ? Z] in the rst equation may correspond to a variable which does not share with the other occurrence of
? Z]) and hence we must consider the application of rule 5 0 (b) which, as illustrated, indicates that U is possibly non-free. However, note that the abstract equation system
is equivalent to E in the sense that both systems describe the same set of concrete systems. Applying our algorithm to E 0 preserves the freeness of U as illustrated by:
This example indicates a preferable way to describe possible sharing between free variables. The translation of to our domain is as follows:
1. associate a distinct meta-variable Z j with each set S j (j = 1::m); 2. for every X in V de ne the set of meta-variables V X = fZ j jX 2 S j g; The analysis proceeds applying abstract uni cation to E E 0 :
indicating as desired that Z and C are de nitely free.
The following example highlights a point at which our abstract uni cation algorithm is bound to be more precise than previous proposals. The example illustrates a situation which may arise in the course of an analysis. Example 6.3. precision III Assume two variables X and Y which are de nitely free and possibly share, and consider a uni cation which binds both X and Y to compound terms, for instance:
The abstract substitution = n fX fr ; Y fr g; fX fr g; fY fr g o in Share Free captures the sharing and freeness information speci ed above. Translation into abstract equations and application of the re nement as suggested in Example 5.2 gives (after removing super uous meta-variables):
Solving E E 0 proceeds as follows:
indicating that U is de nitely free. In contrast, the algorithms described in 19, 7, 21] as well as those described in 2, 3, 18] do not capture freeness information for this type of example. It is the nondeterministic approach which enables our algorithm to distinguish between two cases and to maintain freeness information in each: one case where Z and ? Z] describe the same variable, and the other case where they do not.
Towards a Full Analysis
The main task when extending a sharing analysis based on a domain such as Share to a freeness analysis using Share Free is to provide a suitable abstract uni cation algorithm. The introduction of a correct abstract uni cation algorithm for freeness analysis is an important motivation for our work. Our uni cation algorithm can be used together with techniques for combining abstract domains 6] to provide a full freeness analysis. In such an approach an analysis based on the domain Share is augmented with freeness information by converting the resulting pair to a set of abstract equation systems as described above. Our abstract unication algorithm is then applied to derive freeness information which is used to augment the result of the abstract uni cation using Share. Hence we obtain an element of Share Free. Other operations can be based on the more simple speci cation directly in Share Free. A similar approach can be taken to augment other domains with a freeness component. Developing abstract equation systems into a full-edged domain for a framework as described in 1] is a more involving task. The nontrivial burden is to de ne an order relation on sets of abstract equations systems satisfying the requirement of the framework: Let SE 1 and SE 2 be sets of abstract equation systems. Then SE 1 SE 2 implies that the set of equation systems described by SE 1 is included in the set of equation systems described by SE 2 .
This paper has provided a starting point for the development of a complete freeness analysis, where the abstraction consists of a single abstract equation system. The least upper bound operation is a generalisation of anti-uni cation, and not simply set union as is the case for the domain of this paper. Details on the operations as well as an experimental evaluation can be found in 3, 18].
Conclusions
The paper presents a concise and correct abstract uni cation algorithm, providing the basis for a freeness analysis for logic programs. Our approach consists in carefully mimicking each step in a standard concrete uni cation algorithm. This allows us to obtain in a straightforward fashion a clear and intuitive algorithm together with a proof of its correctness. To the best of our knowledge, this paper presents the rst proof of correctness of a freeness analysis (which considers sharing information) for logic programs. Our approach is facilitated by a novel form of abstract domain termed abstract equation systems which consists of equations involving both concrete and abstract terms. This representation enables us to apply a methodology similar to that described in 4].
There are cases were the proposed abstract uni cation algorithm derives freeness information with a higher degree of precision than previous proposals. However, our abstract domain does lack several types of information such as groundness and linearity 3 which have a strong in uence also on freeness information. Introducing an additional annotation ? g on meta-terms to indicate a ground term is straightforward. Linearity information is harder to handle. It is the nondeterministic nature of our algorithm which is perhaps the main obstacle to a practical freeness analysis for logic programs. However, it is exactly this approach which enables us to derive a relatively simple, yet su ciently precise abstract uni cation algorithm together with its proof of correctness. This is the contribution of the paper.
Ongoing work addresses the de ciencies mentioned above. A preliminary description of this work can be found in 2, 3] where abstract equation systems are enhanced to capture both groundness and linearity information. A full analysis and its experimental evaluation is reported in 18] . A deterministic abstract uni cation algorithm is obtained by choosing a speci c concrete derivation to mimic depending on the structure of the abstract system. Con uence in the concrete algorithm justi es this approach. However, it is worth noting that both the algorithms as well as the proof sketches given in 2, 3, 18] are far more complicated than those presented here.
The abstract uni cation algorithm described in this paper is designed by mimicking the concrete algorithm of 17] which applies an occur check. An interesting direction for future research is to design an algorithm which instead considers rational trees such as the algorithm proposed by Colmerauer in 8].
Di erent occurrences of a meta-term ? V ] will sometimes be denoted ? 1 
The condition that a concrete or abstract rule modi es the system is only needed to prove termination. In the proofs below that do not concern termination (i.e., all except the proof of Theorem 5.1), it is convenient to drop it, that means, whatever abstract/concrete equation being selected in a system, an \invariant step" may always be applied. By this assumption, we avoid the need to consider separately the case that the abstract/concrete system remains invariant.
Proof of Lemma 5.1
Suppose that E ! E 0 6 = fail and E / E. We construct E 0 such that E ! E 0 and E 0 / E 0 . E / E implies that there exists an abstract term replacement , coherent with E, such that (E) = E; x this . Let e be the equation in E that is reduced, i.e., E e :: E. Then there is " 2 E such that (") = e, i.e., E " :: E. E 0 is constructed by indicating which rule of the abstract uni cation algorithm is applied to reduce ". E 0 / E 0 is then shown by giving a 0 , coherent with E 0 , such that 0 (E 0 ) = E 0 . The proof is divided according to the structure of the abstract uni cation algorithm in Figure 4 .1. P denotes some variable in PVar; t, t i and s i are terms in PTerm, 2 Term (so 6 2 MTerm).
(1,2,3) " X = X, " f( 1 ; : : :; n ) = X, or " f( 1 ; : : :; n ) = f( 1 ; : : :; n ). In these cases, e is respectively of the form P = P, f(t 1 ; : : :; t n ) = P or f(t 1 ; : : :; t n ) = f(s 1 ; : : :; s n ).
So, e is reduced by respectively a remove, switch or peel step. E 0 is constructed by applying the corresponding steps 1, 2 or 3 of the abstract uni cation algorithm to equation ". 0 is taken equal to ; clearly, 0 is coherent with E 0 and (E 0 ) = E 0 . (a,b) e P = P or e f(t 1 ; : : :; t n ) = P. So, e is reduced by respectively a remove or switch step. E 0 is constructed by applying the corresponding step 5(a) or 5(b) from the abstract uni cation algorithm to equation ". 0 is taken equal to ; clearly, 0 is coherent with E 0 and (E 0 ) = E 0 .
(c) e f(t 1 ; : : :; t n ) = f(s 1 ; : : :; s n ) and e is reduced by applying a peel step, yielding E 0 ft 1 = s 1 ; : : :; t n = s n g E. Then (d) e P = t and e is reduced by a substitute step, yielding E 0 P = t :: E P=t]. Then = X, (X) = P and (? V ]) = t. (a,b,c) The cases e P = P, e f(t 1 ; : : :; t n ) = P and e f(t 1 ; : : :; t n ) = f(s 1 ; : : :; s n ) are similar to cases 5(a,b,c).
(d) e P = t and the rule applied is a substitute, yielding E 0 P = t :: E P=t]. Then (? V ]) = P and ( ) = t. We distinguish two cases:
(i) If P 2 V , then rule 6(d)(i) should be applied with P for X, giving E 0 P = :: E P +Q] P= ] (note that P 2 V and P 2 vars( ) implies that P 2 vars(t), in which case the occur check would lead to failure of the concrete uni cation; hence, we may assume P 6 2 vars( )). De ne 0 as follows: 0 (P) = P, 0 ( ) = t and for in E, 0 ( P + Q] P= ]) = ( ) P=t]. It is easily veri ed that 0 is an abstract term replacement and that 0 (E 0 ) = E 0 . In a similar way as in case 5(d), it follows that 0 is coherent.
(ii) If P 6 2 V , then rule 6(d)(ii) should be applied. Let s 1 ; : : :; s n be all occurrences of terms which contain P in E, and let 1 ; : : :; n be the corresponding terms in E, The proof is similar to that given in 17] for concrete uni cation where equation systems are associated with elements of the well-founded domain of triplets (n 1 ; n 2 ; n 3 ) with the lexicographical ordering, where n 1 is the number of \unsolved" variables (a variable is unsolved if it does not occur only once as the left-hand side of some equation), n 2 is the number of occurrences of function symbols, and n 3 the number of equations of the form X = X or t = X (where t is compound). In our case, a similar well-founded ordering is used on sextuples (n 1 ; n 2 ; n 3 ; n 4 ; n 5 ; n 6 ), where: n 1 is the number of unsolved variables, n 2 is the number of unsolved variables which have occurrences outside meta-terms, n 3 is the number of occurrences of function symbols, n 4 is the number of abstract equations that can describe an equation of the form X = X or t = X, and n 5 is the number of meta-terms, n 6 is the sum of the sizes of the meta-terms, where the size of a meta-term ? V ] in an equation system is the number of meta-variables occurring in the equation system but not in V . Table . 1 describes the e ect that application of the rules of the abstract uni cation algorithm of Figure 4 .1 has on the tuple (n 1 ; :::; n 6 ). An entry \<" in this table means that the corresponding n i is decreased, \ " means that the n i either stays the same or is decreased. A \?" indicates that the e ect on the corresponding n i is not relevant. No entry means that the n i stays the same. For the rules 4, 5(d), 6(d)(i) and 7, a case distinction is made, as follows:
4: If X has no occurrences in meta-terms, then n 1 decreases; otherwise n 1 stays the same (because the new variable Q is introduced), but n 2 decreases because Q only occurs in meta-terms. Table . 1: E ect of the rules on the n i .
5(d):
If X has no occurrences in meta-terms and is not in V , then n 1 decreases; otherwise n 1 stays the same (because the new variable Q is introduced), but n 2 decreases because Q only occurs in meta-terms.
6(d)(i):
If X has no other occurrences in meta-terms, then n 1 decreases; otherwise n 1 stays the same (because the new variable Q is introduced), but n 2 decreases because Q only occurs in meta-terms.
7:
If there are variables from V that have occurrences outside meta-terms, then n 2 decreases (while n 1 stays the same); otherwise, as the rule does not leave the system invariant, n 6 decreases.
As for rule 6(d)(ii), n 1 and n 2 stay the same because although the new variable Q is introduced, it appears \solved".
From the table it is clear that the application of any rule decreases the sextuple (n 1 ; n 2 ; n 3 ; n 4 ; n 5 ; n 6 ) in the lexicographical ordering.
It can easily be seen that this same variant function can be used to prove that Theorem 5.1 also holds for the more concise algorithm of Finally, we show that 0 is coherent. Assume s 0 1 and s 0 2 are left-or right-hand-sides in E 0 described by 1 Proof. E is in solved form, so by Lemma .1, E describes mgu(E). Suppose X is free in E but not free in mgu(E), then mgu(E) contains an equation X = f(t 1 ; : : :; t n ). This equation is described via some by an equation 1 = 2 in E ( 1 ; 2 2 ATerm). So 2 must be of the form f( 2;1 ; : : :; 2;n ) or of the form ? V ] with (? V ]) = f(t 1 ; : : :; t n ). 1 is either X (it cannot be a meta-variable as the fact that X is free in E implies X 2 vars(E)) or of the form ? V ] with X 2 V . All these possibilities contradict the assumption that X is free in the solved form E. 2 
